
nEXUS
the corpo-technico conference


12-13 September & 18-20 September



Who are we?

Nexus is a corpo-technico conference which aims to

provide holistic insight into the corporate world

through a full-fledged conference.



This year due to the pandemic as part of the first

fully online Techniche, Nexus will be conducted

completely virtually.




why Should You 
participate? Nexus is for you if : 



You are interested in entrepreneurship, management, 
consulting, finance and  industrial experience



you want to interact With top executives about their 
field and how you can get into it



you would like To grow your network with like minded 
people



you want to polish your softskills and personality
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What’s Part of the 
conference?



Design Thinking

Hackathon

Intense week long activity on “Design Thinking” to Solve 
real life problems collaboratively in a randomly 
assigned team



It would involve:

1. identifying the pain points

2. understanding the user

3. challenging assumptions

4. Creating Working Prototypes



And  prizes worth INR 10000 !



Softskill Events

Collection of activities and lectures to help You improve 
Your interpersonal skills and build confidence.


Group Discussion

Softskill Interactive Lecture

Collaborative Problem Solving

Certified Emotional Quotient Test



Prizes worth INR 5000!

1 Virtual Trading

A 24 hour competion for everyone from a noob to an expert in 
stock trading.

Don’t worry if you don’t know what stocks are we have an 
introductory session as well!

2 Handle the Heat

A super-fun Public Relations Competion where participants 
compete to prevent their assigned companies from being 
negatively branded. 

Competitions



Networking
Short online Sessions, accompanied by a brief question-answer and 
interactive session, led by accomplished world business leaders and 
successful corporate heads


Boardroom Brew

Webinar 

Networking Session



Panel 
Discussion
An engaging panel discussion on 
the topic :

“Telescoping into the future: 
Industry Trends, Careers, Essential 
Skills, and more”,



consisting of panelists from 
various industries discussing the 
uncertainities due to the 
pandemic, artificial intelligence 
and much more!



this year’s speakers


Influential Leaders and speakers from around the globe!

The Boardroom Brew

Samar Singla

CEO/Founder

Jugnoo


Maura Thomas

Attention Management

Author, Trainer and Speaker

TedX Speaker


T. V. Narendran

Global CEO

Managing Director

Tata Steel


Nishant Gupta

Managing Director

Boston Consulting Group




this year’s panelists


discussing on the questions that’s in everyone’s mind right now!

Saurabh Tiwari 

Chief Technical Officer

PolicyBazaar




Gururaj Deshpande

COO

Infosys (Edgeverv)


Mayur Datar

Chief Data Scientist

Flipkart


Alexander Rinku

HR Director

Oracle
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see you there!
Certificates from Techniche, IIT 
Guwahati for all

Register Now for INR 499 Only!




contact:

adit jain        : 8750407639

rashi mohta : 7578828183

shlok bum     : 9009922285

Techniche.org/Nexus


